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1. Analyse and discuss some of the different ideas about time
that the text in Section B wants to convey?

The text above wants to convey that time is already known.
Everyone has the same concept about time. However, although
we know time as that which we can have, we can spare time, we
can gain or lose, time is not really what we know time as. The
text above claims that time is that which can still be questioned
and there are some really tricky questions about time. These
questions are so tricky that they can be handled only by a few
people and therefore not by everybody, although we think that
everybody knows what time is.

2. The illustrations narrate that “time” is “old” and that there was
something “before time”. What are your opinions about these
illustrations and their narrations about time?

It is important to see that these illustrations operate as frames.
They frame the ideas that are being expressed about time. They
also show different perspectives through which time is viewed
and questioned. The questions seem to be asked from the point
of view of children and the answers are either apparently
incomprehensible or hushed up with another concept of time.
For example, when the child asks what was before time, they
might be instructed to ask their mum or, might be answered
through another idea of time which is that what is time is about it
is time to go to bed!

3. Can you read time as singular or unified from the above
excerpts? What are the different claims that are made about
knowing and knowledge through the narratives about time?

There is no one singular, unified time. Time is multifaceted and
is known differently in Physics, where it can be viewed as a unit
of measurement, in Philosophy multiple philosophers have
debated on what time is since time immemorial and, in English
Literature time comes forth as a variable concept in every
literary text depending on what depends on and around what
time is within a particular text. Once upon a time for instance can
be any time; but the specifics of what the time in once upon a
time are, become clear upon deliberating on what happened in
the time of the once upon a time and why is this story being
narrated.
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4. What does time mean in some of the different subjects, such
as physics, literature and philosophy as listed above in Section
A?

• According to the physicist Carlo Rovelli, “time is elastic” and
“Our being is being in time”.

• According to the philosopher Immanuel Kant, time is
associated with space. Space and time cannot be learned
about through experience; they are intuitions of the mind. So,
a thing appears in space and time only insofar as it is sensed
by our minds. Consider this then, that a thing in itself which is
something considered exterior to our minds may have nothing
to do with space, time or any such concepts and are therefore
unknowable in this way. This leads to the concept that there
are two worlds: the world of experience sensed by our bodies
and the world as it is in itself.

• In a literary text, for instance in the Harry Potter series, the
characters can go back and forth in time. Time seems to be a
fluid concept, but it is also definite and unchangeable as the
past events sometimes cannot be changed, for instance
death is irreversible. But Hermione can take her multiple
lessons and O-levels because of a gadget which is “the time
turner”. But it is a well guarded secret and not common
knowledge to prevent common practice. Therefore, think
about what are the reasons for protecting this knowledge?
Will a structure therefore related to time be disrupted? What
then are the implications of such ideas of time. Where time is
both fluid, events can be changed but certain events cannot
be reversed and therefore are set in time which itself is both a
set and non set concept.

5. Can you enumerate any similarities in the different claims
made about time here?

Multiple and different claims about time are made here.
However, similarities can still be seen in the claims to
differences about time. While time is not singular it can still be
read as uniform and homogenous, as the differences are
subsumed under the term time. Time then becomes an umbrella
term. The differences become similar because whether we gain
time, spare time, waste time or lose time, whether we can
handle the really tricky questions about time or not, the truth
about time is terrible. The claim is that this book knows and can
reveal the terrible truth about time.
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1. What is Children’s Literature criticism?

The study of children’s literature can be viewed from the
specialised lens of children’s literature criticism. Children’s
literature criticism consists of a multitude of approaches. It
entails approaching children’s literature through emotional
responses, the idea of consciousness but also from the vantage
point of psychology, philosophy, economics, politics, religion,
education, sociology, and the list goes on. There are ongoing
debates in education about how to teach children to be better
readers. The debates are also about how to teach children to
read more. One of the major concepts that is a driving force in
the field of children’s literature and by extension in the field of
children’s publishing, is what will attract a child; therefore,
whether a child will like a certain kind of book or not.
Critics of children’s literature are either known as “book people”
or “child people” (Townsend, 1980, 199). Children’s literature
and children’s literature criticism exist because of and for
children, who remain the source of conflict, passion or
compassion for children’s authors and critics.

2. Identify some books that can fit into the categories of
children’s literature as well as adult literature.

Think about the Harry Potter series and the Doctor Who series.

3. Identify some films, maybe some Disney films, that are
adapted from Children’s books but are not solely for the viewing
of children.

A lot of the fairy tales can be viewed under this category. Think
about The Princess Bride.

4. Identify some children’s books that can and are read by adults
as well.

Noughts and Crosses is categorised as part of the young adult
section of children’s literature. How to Hang a Witch is another
example of such a book. Both these books can be and are read
by adults as well.
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5. Explore adult books or films that begin with the classic fairy
tale line “once upon a time”. Analyse and debate how "once
upon a time" becomes more than just the beginning of a
children's tale.

Once Upon a Time is a series of novels published by Simon
Pulse. These novels are usually new retellings of fairy tales
featuring a teenaged heroine. The themes that the books deal
with are romance, magic, fantasy, intrigue, finding true love, and
good conquering evil in the end. They blur the lines of division
between adult and children’s literature and are usually
considered as stories for adults.

6. Choose one of the books that you found for activities 2- 4 and
write a critique on it.

Example books: Harry Potter, Doctor Who, The Princess Bride,
Noughts and Crosses, How to Hang a Witch.
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1. Through close textual analysis of the extract given above
discuss what do you understand about the “I” ?

Time, the universe, we and the future only exist through the
point of view as narrated by the “I” in this text. According to the
narrator “nothing” can be done, “nothing” can happen, and it can
be thought “about” by this “I”. This thought is a “thinking” which
can be read as a becoming. This is something that the “I” in the
text becomes which can be read from the “I am”. This “thinking”
is also a doing which is “nothing”; it is also a happening or a not
happening which is also “nothing” as “nothing happens”. All of
these are because the “I” in the text claims that “I stop”. The
doing “nothing of the “I” is additional to its stopping. In order to
“do” this “nothing” the “I” first stops and then the doing “nothing”
can happen. This is a requirement for the “nothing” to happen
and for the “I” to think “about nothing”. Thus this “thinking” is also
what it means for the “I” to “stop”. The claim at stake here is that
this “I” knows what “nothing” is, what is required to “do nothing”
and how “nothing” can be thought about. This “I” then can make
claims about what “time” “is” and that it passes in relation to this
“nothing”. This “I” can make claims about “we”, “us” “our being”,
“the universe”, what is “universal and obvious” in terms of time
and its “passing”. All of these claims are made after “I stop and
do nothing”. What happens then is what is claimed to be the
“familiar” “time”. This “time” which “is familiar and intimate” for
the “I” when it stops and does nothing is claimed to be the same
“time” which the “we inhabit”, “in which” “our being is” and the
time whose “solemn music nurtures us, opens the world to us,
troubles us, frightens and lulls us.”

2. What is time in this extract?

Time passes. Time is familiar and intimate. Time can take us.
Time is “The rush of seconds, hours, years that hurls us towards
life then drags us towards nothingness”. Time can be inhabited
and we do inhabit time. Our being is being in time. Time has
music which is solemn and this “music nurtures us, opens the
world to us, troubles us, frightens and lulls us. The universe
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unfolds into the future, dragged by time, and exists according to
the order of time.”

3. Explain how there is a claim to knowledge here about various
things such “us”, what “time” does to “us” and other such
concepts, through claims made about what time is?

There is a claim to knowledge here which is made from the
perspective of the “I” in the text. This “I” claims to know “time”,
and through claims made about time claims knowledge about
“us”, “we”, the universe, future and music.

4. How is a narrative like this which is an example of
communicating physics to a non-expert audience, related to the
study of literature and language? Support your arguments with
examples from the text.

When exploring ideas of time in popular physics and
approaching it through the lens of semantics, you should
consider several elements. At the commencement of such an
endeavour, primarily sift through the wide range of materials
available. It is important to consider why a certain article that is
part of communication of science is being read and focused on ?
Carlo Rovelli’s book The Order of Time is an example of how
science can be popularly communicated. This book talks about
time as not linear and destabilises the ideas we might generally
hold about time. It narrates that time is not uniform and that it is
elastic. Why we should look at such books and articles when
thinking about the question of time, is because of what
categories they place the idea of time in. Also, it is important to
think about what claims are being made about time and why in
such forms of popular communication of science. We can
answer these questions and how they are related to the study of
literature and language through Semantics. Semantics enable
us to understand meaning in language through focussing on the
words in a narrative. The focus should be on i) what is being
narrated ii) why is this being narrated iii) what might be the
interests of the narrator iv) meaning of the narration through the
words and beyond the words. This is the purpose of
interdisciplinary studies for a concept like time which is so fluid
and therefore, there can be no strict distinctions in terms of
disciplines of study.
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5. Can you think of any other such texts, books, articles, movies,
poems, which seem to be about science but can be discussed
as a literary text?

A Brief History of Time by Stephen Hawking, The Child’s
Conception of Time, Jean Piaget.
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1. Didacticism means that the attention is on teaching some
kind of lesson. Can you detect the tone of didacticism in this
text from the extract given above?

“My aunts will get into such a fright if you go wrong again!” This
is an instance of didacticism from the text as the children are
being told that they should be worried if their aunts get into a
state of fright if anything goes wrong even if it is not the child’s
fault. “... Ah, Griselda, you have a very great deal to learn! What
do you mean by time?’” These lines also provide instances of
didacticism in the text which portrays that the child has to learn
and has a huge amount of learning to do. The child in the text is
constantly told that she has “a very great deal to learn” and part
of that learning is, “punctuality” “and faithful discharge of “duty”
which according to her aunts she could “learn from the Cuckoo”.

2. The Tapestry Room reviewed The Cuckoo Clock as "a
beautiful little story... It will be read with delight by every child
into whose hands it is placed…”. Write an essay discussing this
review and your ideas about the book.

This review can be agreed with partially as bits of the book are
filled with interesting tales of adventures and friendship.
However, on the other hand, the book might not be a sheer
delight for all children as it is also full of morality tales and
constantly being taught ideas of faithful discharge of duty, of
doing boring, puzzling and mundane lessons. There are also
missing mothers as Griselda's mother is dead and the other little
child Phil’s mother is sick. While it might be enjoyable for
children as a fantasy tale, it might not be fun as a didactic tale
that teaches lessons and how sacrifice brings reward.

3. What is “time” and what is “time” doing in this extract?

“Time” here is narrated as a “difference” as it is different
according to Griselda’s perspective to what it “mean(s)”
according to the Cuckoo’s perspective. The Cuckoo in the clock
is that which tells the “time”. The claim here is that the repeated
telling of “time” is about each “hour” which is then the correct
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“discharge of duty”, which is what is desired and required to be
learnt for the child and by the child. While time then is
constructed as something rigid and defined in these terms,
according to the Cuckoo which tells this “time”, it is “all a matter
of fancy” and something which can be different but, about which
“you’d never know the difference” was it told differently. Time
here is narrated for the purpose of asserting authority and
control over the child.

4 Look at other children’s books or poems from the nineteenth
century. Can you locate ideas of time narrated in other texts, as
a tool for disciplining kids or teaching them lessons?

Look at texts such as Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë or novels
by Charles Dickens for instance Oliver Twist. There are ideas
about disciplining kids and teaching them lessons in such texts
and they often use different concepts of time.

5 The child in a text exists only according to the narrator's point
of view and therefore exists only as a construct. How is the child
constructed in this extract?

Griselda is the child in this extract. Her perspective is framed
within the narratorial perspective as it cannot exist outside the
narratorial perspective, which is not a child’s perspective. The
child in the text is constructed as constantly being told that she
has “a very great deal to learn” and part of that learning is,
“punctuality” “and faithful discharge of “duty” which according to
her aunts she could “learn from the Cuckoo”. According to the
aunts she “won’t have done badly” if like the Cuckoo she did not
for “fifty years” miss “an hour”. The child in this text thus, is
constituted in terms of what it must “learn”. The lesson that
needs to be learnt by the child can be taught by the Cuckoo
which is about how well the Cuckoo tells the “time” by never
missing “an hour”. While she does not know and is not the one
who can be “sure” if “we” “shall have time”, she is the one who
raises the question to which the one who apparently knows the
answer is the cuckoo. The cuckoo does not provide any
answers to Griselda’s question about whether they shall “have
time to go”. These claims about “time”, about what the child in
this text knows and questions about “time” and about what time
is according to the Cuckoo, are made according to the
narratorial perspective. This perspective is imposed on the child
in the text. But the claim at stake is that this perspective knows
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what “time” entails and thus through these claims constructs the
child and the Cuckoo. The child and the Cuckoo then exist only
according to the narrator’s point of view.

6 Discuss or write a short essay about the construction of the
child and other children in The Cuckoo Clock?

The other children in the text to be considered are Phil who is
Griselda’s child friend, her brothers, who the readers are told
about, her grandmother when she was a child and Griselda is
told stories about her. It is important to note how children are
constantly narrated in terms of their faithful discharge of duty,
magic, that sacrifices bring reward, to learn lessons and to be
good children overall.
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1. Why is the child in the text both in The Cuckoo Clock and in
the extract above, narrated as “puzzled” as a result of the claims
made about time? Discuss or write an analysis..

Alice is dreadfully puzzled as a result of the claims made about
time in this text. This can be seen as a function of how language
is used here. What the Hatter says about time and the kind of
time that a watch should show confuses her. According to her he
is certainly remarking in English but she can make no sense of
his remark and therefore is dreadfully puzzled. So if a remark
does not make sense even though language is known, it is
puzzling for the child because of how it is different to what the
child already knows about time. In this case the child knows that
a watch if it “doesn’t tell what o’clock it is”, is funny. But this
becomes puzzling for the child as the Hatter who is not the child
destabilised the child’s knowledge about time by saying that a
watch does not have to tell “what o’clock it is”.
In The Cuckoo Clock the child is puzzled as opposed to being
amused because the Cuckoo that lives in a clock and tells the
time confuses her about what time is. The child is puzzled as
she is told that she has a very great deal to learn as time is not
what she thinks it is. The child knows that what she means by
time is to be “slow or quick”. But she is puzzled as her
knowledge about time and time indeed is dismissed by the
Cuckoo as being all a matter of fancy.

2. Explore stories and poems which are classified as ‘nonsense
literature’. What kind of messages can you read in them? Do
they seem to be meant only for children?

Jabberwocky, Alice in Wonderland, Edward Lear’s A Book of
Nonsense, The Owl and the Pussycat, are all examples of
nonsense literature. They have fun elements using jumbling up
of language and meaning, but have important themes and
messages running through them. For example, Jabberwocky is
a poem that deals with ideas of courage, boychood and filial
love. This genre of literature when analysed in detail can be
seen to have deeper meanings and are not for the enjoyment of
children only.
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3. Compare and contrast the different ideas of time that can be
read from the two extracts cited above from Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland. Can you enlist what similarities you find?

One of the similarities in both the extracts is that time is
expressed through seemingly nonsensical ideas. For instance,
“time” can be seen as a friend or not a friend. Time is personified
and time can be known by one and can be incorrectly known by
the other. In both cases whether correctly or incorrectly time is
known. But what is correct and not correct is a question of
difference in perspectives. Despite the differences, the similarity
is that it is uniformly known as time nevertheless. These are
some of the starting points to commence thinking about the
differences and the similarities which can be found in the ideas
of time narrated in these extracts.

4. What is the purpose of the differences in ideas about time that
are narrated through an interplay of perspectives?

The different ideas about time are narrated through an interplay
of perspectives. The purpose here is to claim a supremacy to
knowledge through narrating what is meant by knowing time
well.

5. Locate the different “I”s in the first extract quoted in this
chapter. How are they constructed in terms of the different ideas
of time that can be read here? Refer to the extract in Section B
beginning with “Have you guessed the riddle yet?”... and ending
“Not at first, perhaps,” said the Hatter: “but you could keep it to
half-past one as long as you liked.”

There are different “I”s that can be located in this extract. One “I”
is Alice. The other “I” is the Hatter and another “I” is the March
Hare. They all have different ideas about time. Alice thinks that
“something better” can be done “with the time” rather “than
wasting it in asking riddles that have no answers.” The Hatter
thinks that he knows time “well” by which in fact he means that
he knows time the best among them three. The other “I”, the
March Hare does not have the slightest idea about the answer
but knows about time that he only wishes that it was time for
dinner.
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1. How is time related to stories in the above extract?

In the extract above we find that there can be different times “to
tell stories” and the times in which the stories are told are that
which are not “the best”. This is known to the one who is not
telling the stories. Paradoxically, while it is specified that there
may be “the best time to tell stories”, what is this “best time” is
uncertain. To tell stories has a purpose and that’s why it is
narrated as what may be the best time to tell stories. This
purpose is that in the kind of stories that are being told, i.e. fairy
tales, “there is enough happiness there”. The purpose of these
stories is for people “in particular, the little heroes and poor
people” to succeed there in the stories and, the purpose of these
stories is for life to “become good” for these other “people”.

2. What is “Once upon a time”? Discuss or write a short essay.

Once upon a time” in fairy-tale manner means the past but also
beyond the past. So “once upon a time” then can be understood
as also other than itself as it means “the past”. As a corollary
then, the past is that which means “once upon a time” “in fairy-
tale manner”. But “once upon a time” is not only the past but
also more colourful and easier somewhere else.” Thus, “the
past” then is never only “the past”; it is also about a location
which can be read from “somewhere”. “Once upon a time” is
also about a location as it is located in “the past” and in “a more
colourful easier somewhere else”. This narrative is a
comparison. This is a comparison to that which is not
“somewhere else” and that which is not as “colourful” or “easy”.
This “somewhere else” seems to be desirable as it is “more
colourful” and “easier”. Therefore, that which is desirable is that
which is “more colourful” and “easier”. “Once upon a time” can
be any “time” and therefore its location cannot be specified.

3. Explore what other narratives, fairy tales as well as other
literary texts that talk about ‘once upon a time’. What kind of
ideas are expressed through the expression ‘once upon a time’?
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Think about other stories such as popular versions of Cinderella
which begin with the expression once upon a time. The ideas
articulated here can be about how this time that we are in, is
different from the time that this story is based in. How the
difference in the location of the time of the story alienates
readers but also sends them to a far away land which they are
not really in. Because it is once upon a time where the reader is
not present, the story can only be viewed from the point of view
of the narrator.

4. What are “fairy tales” according to this narrative?

What “Once upon a time” “means” is known to the narrator and
its meaning is narrated in the fairy-tale manner here. This
implies that it also means other things in non fairy-tale manners
but these meanings are not narrated here.“Fairy-tales” implies
that there are other kinds of “tales” which are not “fairy-tales”. In
this case “stories” are “fairy-tales”. “Fairy tales” are a location as
well as a situation in which there is suffering. But this suffering
surely changes and does not return. “Fairy tales always end in
gold”. Things are more splendid and marvellous in fairy
tales.”There is enough happiness there” in fairy tales. Fairy tales
are in which “the little heroes and poor people” succeed. “Fairy
tales” is a place where life can become good.

5. What are the claims about “time” in the above extract?

Time here can be analysed from what “once upon a time”
“means”. Its meaning is narrated in the fairy-tale manner.
Meaning of time then can be different based on what it is “in”
and the “manner”. “Once upon a time” is what “a remote realm
that appears to be better and closer” entails. So, time here is
about stories. Stories which are narratives of hope and
happiness. According to the claims made here, “once upon a
time” in fairy-tale manner means the past but also beyond the
past. Time then also claims about being the past or not the past.
Time can also be understood as the more colourful and easier
somewhere else. Thus, this is also a claim about time as a
location which can be read from “somewhere”. This narrative is
a comparison. This is a comparison to that which is not
“somewhere else” and that which is not as “colourful” or “easy”.
“Once upon a time” can be any “time” and therefore its location
cannot be specified.
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Time can be read from claims to “today” in “those who have
become happier there are still happy today”. So, this is what
“once upon a time” entails. This happiness is a continued state
of existence as it is still today. So, while this is about “the past”,
this is also today which is “a more colourful easier somewhere
else”. While a state of continuity can be read in “still happy
today”, there is an end to being happy and that is being dead.
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